Julie Bargann and D.I.R.T.(dump it right there) Studio are a team of architects, scientists, artists, engineers and designers that seek to regenerate abandoned industrial landscapes. She inspires to create architecture that is economical and culturally significant to the area in focus. She researches many months prior to the actual construction because she is interested in the area's social histories and its significance to the environment. With 15 years of experience as a designer, Bargmann has honed the craft of landscape designing and building environmental gardens. Not only does D.I.R.T Studio regenerate the post industrial but also producing clean water, air, and clean dirt. DIRT Studio believes that their role is not a commercial practice but a critical one, a team of people who care about the environment and the cultivation of art and social histories. With corporations overlooking essential facts, oversimplifying the issues and the complexities of industrial sites, DIRT inspires to be a breath of fresh air in this ignorance and wants to enlighten communities with their projects by presenting alternatives to these problems.